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ABSTRACT: Self-organization of the ordered nano-structures composed of amphiphilic polypeptides is focused in

this review. Two-dimensional arrangement of rod-like block type copolypeptides at interface has been investigated by

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method. A diblock helical copolypeptide formed stripe pattern in the LB film based on nano-

phase separation. In the case of triblock helical copolypeptide, more sophisticated nano-stripe pattern was produced.

The triblock copolypeptide LB film was applied as a nano-template, i.e., iron nano-particles fabricated their joined

nano-wire reflecting the lane-like pattern in the LB film.

LB films of monodispersed triblock copolypeptides having leucine zipper helices at the termini (helix–loop–helix

type) with designed sequence indicated not only a sophisticated nano-stripe pattern over a wide range but also a quan-

titative increase in the stripe interval depending on the size of loop segment. It was also shown that the mixed LB film

consisting of the helix–loop–helix copolypeptide and leucine zipper helical polypeptide provided a unique phase sep-

arated structure, having a uniform rectangular-like domain. Furthermore, it was reported that the monodispersed am-

phiphilic �-sheet peptide formed three-dimensionally self-organized nano-fiber scaffold, yielding a transparent hydro-

gel containing extremely higher water content (>99:5%).

The well-defined amphiphilic polypeptides with designed sequence and conformation emerging into various intra-

and inter-molecular interactions into self-assembled nano-organization will likely have great impact on the future of

materials. These hierarchical ordering structures including location and arrangement of functional units on nanome-

ter-scale will be developed for a wide range of application as a nano-template.
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The biological membranes are a dynamic molecular
assembly entity, which expresses numerous astonish-
ing functions such as selective binding and/or trans-
formation, information transfer, energy conversion
and molecular recognition through the biological in-
terface, which is essential for a living system. While
lipids construct fluid interface as two-dimensional ma-
trix, various membrane proteins receive the physical
or chemical stimulus from their environment at the in-
terface and respond to it precisely.1–3 The molecular
components of the biological membranes, lipids and
membrane proteins, are amphiphilic, and so this fea-
ture induces self-assembly into a well-defined nano-
structure. In this system, the specific location and/or
molecular orientation of these elements are impor-
tant.4–10 As a part of the membrane mimetic chemistry
or supramolecular science, monolayer, bilayers and
vesicles have been extensively studied using lipid-like
amphiphiles.11–23 In the past, much effort has been
made to produce two-dimensional ordered inter-
faces.24,25 For example, Oishi et al.22 reported a
guest-induced molecular patterning in monolayer

composed of long alkyl chains with a functional ter-
minus. Whitesides et al.23 applied optical lithograph
technique to a protein adsorbed substrate, and suc-
ceeded in forming a two-dimensional pattern. In these
systems, long alkyl chains are mainly used, however,
in the near future novel and advanced devices with
functional molecular elements and sophisticated con-
trol of nano-structure will be appeared.
Here we report an approach to construct well-de-

fined nano-structures using polypeptide as a molecular
component. It was well known that each amino acid in
the polypeptide has the character such as ionic, hydro-
phobic/hydrophilic and polar/non-polar depending on
the individual side chains.26 Polypeptides with de-
signed amino acid sequence form well-defined secon-
dary structure such as �-helices and �-sheets and flex-
ible loop. They fix the three-dimensional location of
functional side chains of amino acids to make a spe-
cific interaction spontaneously between the polypep-
tides, resulting in the construction of a higher ordered
macro-molecular organization having functional and
structural domains.27–36 In addition, polypeptide has
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the various characters of macro dipole moment, biode-
gradability and environmental adaptation, etc. More-
over, easier chemical modification of side chains of
amino acids makes it possible to introduce desired
functions such as electroconductivity, photoisomeri-
zation, molecular recognition, which is merit for a
wide range of engineering applications.37

In this report, two-dimensional patterning using
rod-like amphiphilic polymers, di- and tri-block �-
helical polypeptides, are described.38,39 To construct
such a sophisticated molecular system, Langmuir–
Blodgett (LB) method was adopted.40–42 We discussed
not only the influences of conformation, segment size
and molecular weight dispersity in the components on
the nano-structure of the prepared membranes but also
the application as a template for nano-particle ar-
rangement.43 Moreover, as an attempt to control a
nano-structured material with three-dimensional self-
organization, the ordered nano-scaffold composed of
�-sheet amphiphilic peptide as a molecular compo-
nent is also discussed.44,45

TWO-DIMENSIONAL PATTERNING
FOR TEMPLATE

Nanoscale two-dimensional patterning on substrate
using functional molecules is important for making a
novel molecular device such as high-density data stor-
age, etc.15–19,46–52 Polypeptides with well-defined sec-
ondary structure are expected to be highly functional
monolayers, in addition, its two-dimensional regular
pattern in the monolayer may be controllable by their
molecular weight and side chain modifications, etc.
Several studies concerning with the self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) on substrate using polypeptide
derivatives have been reported.37,53–56 However, the
two-dimensional ordering of these rod-like polymers
on substrate has not been observed. On the other hand,
it was shown that the adsorption of proteins onto SAM
templates could yield micrometer-scale ordered layers
on the substrate.58,59 We prepared monolayer com-
posed of di- or tri-block copolypeptide at air/water in-
terface (LB film). Controlling two-dimensional struc-
ture formation was herein studied.

Amphiphilic Diblock Helical Copolypeptide, PLLysZ25–
P(MLG42/LGA18)
A monolayer was prepared by a diblock copolypep-

tide composed of hydrophilic and hydrophobic �-
helix segments.38,39 The hydrophobic segment is poly-
(L-lysine) derivative and the hydrophilic segment is
L-glutamic acid copolymer (Figure 1).
Figure 2 shows the surface pressure–area (�–A) iso-

therm obtained at pH 5. The limiting area was estimat-
ed to be ca. 6 nm2/molecule. The calculated limiting

area when the helix is normal to the air/water inter-
face is shown in Table I. We expected the normal ori-
entation of the helix after compressing the membrane,
however, the big difference between the calculated
and observed limiting area indicated that it is impos-
sible to obtain a standing helix monolayer using this
system. So the monolayer was transferred onto a mica
surface at 25mN/m to get a LB film with a single lay-
er. And the morphology of the LB film was observed
by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 3 shows
the AFM image of the LB film on micrometer scale.
From the depth of the cavity that was made by

Figure 1. Chemical structure (a) and schematic illustration

(b) of PLLysZ25–P(MLG42/LGA18).

Figure 2. �–A isotherm for a monolayer of PLLysZ25–

P(MLG42/LGA18) on aqueous solution of 0.1mol/L KCl at pH 5.

Table I. Limiting area estimated from

�–A isotherm (Figure 2)

Observed
(nm2/molecule)

Calculated
(nm2/molecule)

ApH5 A?

6.26 2.39
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scratching with a cantilever, the thickness of the mem-
brane was estimated to be ca. 1.4 nm. This value is al-
most consistent with the diameter of the helix, indicat-
ing that the �-helix rods lie down on the mica surface.
Figure 4 is a nanometer-scale image of the LB film. A
stripe pattern composed of thick and thin layers was
observed. And the difference of the thickness was
ca. 0.3 nm. This value is almost consistent with the
difference between the radii of the hydrophilic and hy-
drophobic helix rods. This means, therefore, that the
thick layer is a molecular array of the hydrophobic
larger-diameter helix and the thin layer that of the hy-
drophilic smaller helix. The interval of the stripes was
estimated to be ca. 24 nm. This value is almost the
twice the length of this polypeptide. These results sug-
gest that this diblock copolypeptide aggregates by
head to head and tail to tail, resulting in the formation
of a nanophase-separated structure as is shown in
Figure 5.
However, Figure 6a is the AFM image within

140 nm2, a larger area than that of Figure 3. A disor-
dered structure was observed. That is, except for the
regular stripe domain a branching pattern was also

made. Figure 6b shows a schematic illustration of
the speculated monolayer structure. The authors sug-
gested that the hydrophobic interaction and hydrogen
bonding between helix rods promote the phase-sepa-
rated regular pattern, however, the large difference
in diameter between the two helix units is not conven-
ient, in this case, for regular packing of the helix rods
over a wide range.39

Amphiphilic Triblock Helical Copolypeptide,
PLLeu54–PLGA80–PLLeu54
So as a next step, the monolayer was prepared by a

triblock copolypeptide, PLLeu54–PLGA80–PLLeu54,
composed of hydrophobic, hydrophilic and hydropho-
bic helix segments (Figure 7).39 This dumbbell shape
was expected to block the development of the branch-
ing pattern.57 The stable �-helix structure of this
polypeptide was confirmed by FT-IR measurements
of the LB film on Au surface. In this case, the mono-
layer on aqueous solution at pH 4.0 was transferred on

Figure 3. AFM image (1:0 mm� 1:0 mm) of PLLysZ25–

P(MLG42/LGA18) LB film on mica substrate.

Figure 4. AFM image (65:1 nm� 65:1 nm) of PLLysZ25–

P(MLG42/LGA18) LB film on mica substrate.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the nano-phase separated

structure of PLLysZ25–P(MLG42/LGA18) LB film on mica sub-

strate.

Figure 6. AFM image (140 nm� 140 nm) of PLLysZ25–

P(MLG42/LGA18) LB film on mica substrate (a) and its schematic

illustration (b).
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an Au surface for the FT-IR measurements. So this
polypeptide in the acidic condition, as schematically
shown in Figure 7, is composed of a hydrophobic larg-
er-diameter helix and a smaller-diameter hydrophilic
helix. Generally, circular dichloism (CD) measure-
ment of the polypeptide in aqueous solution at several
pH also indicated that the carboxylic-rich hydrophilic
segment of the polypeptide showed its helix–coil tran-
sition depending on pH.
And then, the solid state monolayer (surface pres-

sure: 17mN/m) on water phase at pH 4.0 was trans-
ferred onto a mica surface to get a LB film with a sin-
gle layer for AFM measurements. Figure 8a shows the
AFM image of the monolayer within 140 nm2, indicat-
ing a stripe pattern composed of thick and thin layers.
The interval of the stripes, in this case ca. 30 nm, is
consistent with the length of the triblock copolypep-
tide. So, the nanophase-separated structure of the
monolayer is schematically shown in Figure 8b. As
is expected, the triblock copolypeptide made more so-
phisticated stripe pattern with very few branching
structures. In the case of LB film obtained, under con-
stant surface pressure of 17mN/m as same, from sub-
phase at pH 12 (Figure 9), similar stripe pattern was
observed. It may say, therefore, the thick domain cor-
responds to the molecular array of the hydrophilic
loop composed of ionized PLGA segment and thin do-
main that of the hydrophobic helical PLLeu segment,
respectively. The interval of stripe was smaller (ca.
23 nm) and the difference in height of thick and thin
domains was larger (ca. 0.9 nm) than those of LB film
in acidic condition. From the AFM images of pH 4
and 12, it was suggested that pH stimuli effects on
the interval of width and height of the nano-stripe in
membrane.
This is a good example showing a relation between

the molecular shape and character of the polypeptides
and their self-organized two-dimensional structure. It
is expected, therefore, that the size of this pattern

Figure 7. Chemical structure (a) and schematic illustration

(b) of PLLeu54–PLGA80–PLLeu54.

Figure 8. AFM image (140 nm� 140 nm) of PLLeu54–

PLGA80–PLLeu54 LB film transferred onto mica substrate at pH

4 (a) and its schematic illustration (b).

Figure 9. AFM image (140 nm� 140 nm) of PLLeu54–

PLGA80–PLLeu54 LB film transferred onto mica substrate at pH

12 (a) and its schematic illustration (b).
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can be regulated by the degree of polymerization of
each helix and the functions might be controllable
by the side chain structure of the �-helix units.
Thus, these results showed the possibility of nano-

meter-size control of two-dimensional structure for
the formation of novel functional interfaces.

Nano-particles on Template
The preparation of an array of nano-particles was

made on the PLLeu54–PLGA80–PLLeu54 monolayer
as a template. The nano-particle, in this case, was
the iron cluster covered with the hydrophobic unsatu-
rated alkyl chains (oleic acid/oleic amine = 1/1). At
first, the structure of a cast film of the nano-particles
solution on a fleshly cleaved mica substrate was eval-
uated by AFM. As is shown in Figure 10, the hexag-
onal closest packing structure of the nano-particles
with the diameter of approximately 7 nm was ob-
served, indicating the uniform cluster aggregates on
pure mica surface. Next, cast film of nano-particle so-
lution on the self-assembled polypeptide LB film us-
ing triblock copolypeptide, PLLeu54–PLGA80–
PLLeu54, was also prepared. The AFM image of this
film (Figure 11) showed that nano-particles construct
lane-like aggregates reflecting to the stripe pattern in
PLLeu54–PLGA80–PLLeu54 monolayer. This result

suggests that the hydrophobic exterior of nano-parti-
cles selectively interacts with hydrophobic PLLeu do-
mains of polypeptide template. Thus, molecular
weight and side chains of polypeptide in the template
regulate the location of functional guest-molecules
such as the iron nano-particles appropriately. This
may be a basic approach for the construction of elec-
troconductive nano-wire.

Triblock Type Helix–Loop–Helix Protein
In order to create a two-dimensional nano-pattern,

synthetic polypeptides are aligned at the air/water in-
terface. Polypeptides with well-defined secondary
structure are expected to form novel functional mono-
layers, whose two-dimensional pattern is systemati-
cally and effectively controlled by molecular weight
and side chain modifications, etc.60 Moreover, the ob-
tained nano-pattern was also found to depend strongly
on the molecular shape and conformation of the poly-
peptide.38,39 In the case of synthetic polypeptides ob-
tained by NCA polymerization, however, it was not
easy to obtain the well-ordered nano-pattern with
wide area because of their molecular weight dispersi-
ty. In order to control precisely the surface nano-struc-
ture extended over a wide area, Yokoi et al.61 have
employed monodispersed artificial proteins with de-
signed sequence and conformation as monolayer com-
ponents. It is also expected that the well-defined mo-
lecular structure, shape and size of monodispersed
proteins can regulate the inter-molecular interaction
strictly, which would lead to create a novel nano-pat-
tern.62

Tirrell et al.63 prepared helix–loop–helix type artifi-
cial proteins by recombinant DNA techniques. Sur-
face activity and structural properties of the polypep-
tide on water were examined in the view of self-
organized nano-patterning.61 The monolayer of the
polypeptide shows a well-defined nano-structure over
wide area. This suggests that monodispersity of the
molecular element is an important factor to produce
a fine nano-template.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL NANO-FIBER
SCAFFOLD

The discovery and development of a class of self-
assembling peptide scaffold materials for cell culture
template were previously reported by Zhang’s
group.64–66 These short, 8–16 residues (about 2.5–
5 nm in length) peptides are chemically synthesized
and form exceedingly stable �-sheet structures in wa-
ter. They not only self-assemble to form stable nano-
fibers, but also form higher order nano-fiber scaffolds,
namely, hydrogels with extremely high water content,
(>99:5% (w/v) water). The gelation process is accel-

Figure 10. AFM image of Fe nano-particles on mica surface.

Figure 11. AFM image of nano-particles on PLLeu54–

PLGA80–PLLeu54 LB film.
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erated either by changing the pH or adding physiolog-
ical concentrations of salt solutions.64–72

As a building block, monodispersed peptide having
alternatively positive and negative charged amino acid
residues, which form �-sheet structure with two dis-
tinct surfaces, one hydrophilic and the other hydro-
phobic, was chemically synthesized by Zhang’s
group. In hydrophilic part, arginine (R) was used as
positive charged residue and aspartic acid (D) as neg-
ative charged residue, in hydrophobic part, on the oth-
er hand, alanine (A) was inserted into the sequence,
and the resulted RADA repeating unit with 16 resi-
dues, RADA16-I, was employed (Figure 12a). The
molecular model and its size of RADA16-I built using
macromolecular simulations was shown in Figure 12b
and the height and length of RADA16-I was estimated
to be 1.3 and 6.6 nm, respectively.
In order to investigate molecular structure of

RADA16-I in aqueous solution, CD measurements
of the RADA16-I in aqueous solution (0.001wt%)
at various pH were carried out at 25 �C. CD studies
of RADA16-I indicate the spectra of �-sheet forma-
tion with a minimum ellipticity at 216 nm and a max-
imum ellipticity at 195 nm.
From AFM image observed in air with Tapping

Mode, the peptide RADA16-I showed self-assembled
nano-fibers (Figure 13) with lengths of a few hundred
nanometers to a few microns.23,24 The peptide-based
hydrogel was prepared by adding 1M Tris–HCl buffer
(pH 7.5) to RADA16-I aqueous solution (pH 2.3) and
the resulted states are exhibited in Figure 14. This
photograph showed the hydrogel at water content
99.9%. The scaffold hydrogel is completely transpar-

ent. These nano-fibers, if their formations can be pre-
cisely controlled, could serve as scaffold to organize
nano-crystals for use in the electronic industry.

CONCLUSIONS

Molecular self-assembly is ubiquitous in nature and
has emerged as a key element in the design, synthesis
and fabrication of nano-devices at the molecular scale
from bottom up using simple molecular building
blocks. In this review, nano-structure self-assembling
systems using amphiphilic peptides with various se-
quence and conformation were focused. It was herein
revealed that amphiphilic polypeptides with designed
sequence and conformation self-assembled specifical-
ly well-ordered organizations (here, stripe pattern in
two-dimensional and nano-fiber scaffold in three-
dimensional) through hydrogen bonding, electrostatic
and hydrophobic interactions according to their sur-
round such as aqueous media or air/water interface.
Monodispersity of molecular weight of the elements
is thought to perform an important role to form
nano-regularity over a wide area. It may say that these
peptide systems will be applied for various fields such
as intelligent chips, drug delivery/release systems,73

molecular recognition sensors, energy translator74 arti-
ficial nano-catalysts,75 and so on, except for the tem-
plate.

Figure 12. Amino acid sequence (a) and molecular model

(b) of RADA16-I.

Figure 13. AFM image of RADA16-I nano-fiber scaffold

(2 mm� 2 mm).

Figure 14. Photograph of RADA16-I hydrogel at condition,

0.1wt% (pH 7.5).
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